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Algorithm for NO2 Vertical Column Retrieval
From the Ozone Monitoring Instrument

Eric J. Bucsela, Edward A. Celarier, Mark O. Wenig, James F. Gleason, J. Pepijn Veefkind, K. Folkert Boersma, and
Ellen J. Brinksma

Abstract—We describe the operational algorithm for the re-
trieval of stratospheric, tropospheric, and total column densities of
nitrogen dioxide (NO2) from earthshine radiances measured by
the Ozone Monitoring Instrument (OMI), aboard the EOS-Aura
satellite. The algorithm uses the DOAS method for the retrieval of
slant column NO2 densities. Air mass factors (AMFs) calculated
from a stratospheric NO2 profile are used to make initial esti-
mates of the vertical column density. Using data collected over a
24-h period, a smooth estimate of the global stratospheric field is
constructed. Where the initial vertical column densities exceed the
estimated stratospheric field, we infer the presence of tropospheric
NO2, and recalculate the vertical column density (VCD) using an
AMF calculated from an assumed tropospheric NO2 profile. The
parameters that control the operational algorithm were selected
with the aid of a set of data assembled from stratospheric and
tropospheric chemical transport models. We apply the optimized
algorithm to OMI data and present global maps of NO2 VCDs for
the first time.

Index Terms—Algorithm, nitrogen dioxide (NO2), Ozone Mon-
itoring Instrument (OMI), troposphere.

I. INTRODUCTION

MEASUREMENTS of nitrogen dioxide NO are im-
portant to the understanding of tropospheric and strato-

spheric chemistry, particularly in relation to ozone production
and loss. NO takes part in catalytic destruction of ozone in the
stratosphere [1], and anthropogenic NO emissions are precur-
sors for tropospheric ozone production, largely through reac-
tions with hydrocarbons, e.g., [2]. Brewer et al. [3] made the first
ground-based measurements of stratospheric NO , and exten-
sive analysis of stratospheric NO behavior and distribution was
undertaken by Noxon [4]–[6], [45] and Solomon and Garcia [7].
Data from the Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment (GOME),
deployed in 1995, have been used to retrieve global NO column
amounts, which have been used to study the behavior of strato-
spheric NO [8]. Early results from GOME, showing enhanced
NO over the populated areas of the Eastern United States and
Europe, were presented by Burrows et al. [9], who attributed
the enhancements to urban tropospheric pollution. Leue et al.
[10] and Richter and Burrows [11] attempted to quantify the tro-
pospheric amounts. Comparisons between GOME tropospheric
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NO and models have been carried out by Velders et al. [12],
Martin et al. [13], Lauer et al. [14], and Heland et al. [15] made
the first comparisons with in situ aircraft measurements. A new
generation of satellite instruments now provides measurements
of trace gases, including NO , at spatial resolutions that exceed
GOME resolutions by factors of seven or more. One of these
is the Scanning Imaging Absorption Spectrometer for Atmo-
spheric Chartography (SCIAMACHY) [16]. Martin et al. [17]
have recently analyzed SCIAMACHY NO data along with air-
craft measurements to constrain NO emission inventories. The
Ozone Monitoring Instrument (OMI), on the Earth Observing
System (EOS) Aura satellite, has better spatial and temporal
resolution than SCIAMACHY and is the subject of the current
study.

Satellite-based Earth radiance measurements yield trace gas
slant column densities (SCDs), which depend on not only the
density of the gas, but on numerous other measurement param-
eters. Since the quantity of interest is the vertical column density
(VCD), one must convert the SCD into the VCD by dividing the
SCD by the air mass factor (AMF). The AMFs are calculated
using radiative transfer models that account for optical geom-
etry, surface reflectivity, cloud and aerosol properties, and the
vertical distribution of the absorbing trace gas. For optically thin
trace gases in the stratosphere and upper troposphere, the AMF
depends almost entirely on the geometry alone. In the case of
NO , which is a weak absorber and not widely distributed in
the troposphere, a stratospheric AMF can be used to obtain a
first-order approximation of the VCD. However, although this
method is valid over much of the Earth, it underestimates total
column densities in areas with significant boundary layer NO .
Thus, more accurate analyzes of satellite NO data require sub-
traction of the estimated stratospheric NO before evaluation
of the tropospheric component. Variations on this general ap-
proach have been used effectively with GOME data [10]–[13].
The correction procedures consist of two steps: 1) recognition
of geographic regions that contain significant tropospheric pol-
lution and 2) accurate evaluation of the AMF in these polluted
regions. We present the considerations involved in both of these
steps.

Algorithms to identify polluted regions have relied on the fact
that most tropospheric NO enhancements occur over land and
industrially developed regions and that geographic variation in
the tropospheric NO occurs on smaller distance scales than that
of stratospheric NO . Many investigators [11], [13], [14] use
the reference sector method, in which the stratospheric compo-
nent of the NO column in any latitude band is approximated
by the total NO column value at the corresponding latitude in
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the central Pacific. Wenig et al. [18], Velders et al. [12], and
Leue et al. [10] used an image-processing technique that as-
sumes only smooth and low-amplitude latitudinal and longitu-
dinal variations of stratospheric NO column densities. In either
approach, the tropospheric NO column at any location is eval-
uated using the difference between the total and estimated back-
ground components. The difference is then corrected using an
AMF derived from a priori vertical profiles. Studies in which
various profiles have been used to derive tropospheric AMFs
reveal that the AMFs are significantly sensitive to NO profile
shape, though not to the actual NO amount [13], [19].

In this paper, we present the operational algorithm that is used
to process measurements made by OMI. We examine a variety
of candidate techniques to effect the separation of stratospheric
and tropospheric NO and to calculate the corrected AMF. The
techniques can be selected via a number of algorithm param-
eters. We use a set of synthetic data to evaluate the column re-
trieval errors due to the algorithm alone, in order to select the set
of retrieval parameters that gives the smallest errors. We com-
pare the results of the optimum algorithm with those of methods
used by other investigators. We also illustrate the application of
the algorithm to real OMI data and show vertical column densi-
ties with and without tropospheric correction.

II. OZONE MONITORING INSTRUMENT

A. Instrument Characteristics

The OMI is one of four instruments onboard the EOS-Aura
satellite designed to study the Earth’s atmosphere [20]. The
satellite was launched into a sun-synchronous orbit on July 15,
2004, with a local equator-crossing time of about 1345 at the
ascending node. Aura is the third in a series of large Earth ob-
serving platforms to be flown by NASA, with international con-
tributions. The OMI is an imaging spectrometer that measures
solar light backscattered by the Earth’s atmosphere and surface.
The instrument consists of two spectrometers, one measuring
the UV spectral range from 270 to 365 nm in two subranges
(UV1: 270–314 nm, resolution: 0.42 nm, sampling: 0.32 nm;
UV2: 306–380 nm, resolution: 0.45 nm, sampling: 0.15 nm), the
other measuring the UV-visible spectrum from 350 to 500 nm
(resolution: 0.63 nm; sampling: 0.21 nm). OMI uses a CCD
array with one dimension resolving the spectral features and
the other dimension allowing a 114 field of view, providing a
2600-km viewing swath transverse to the orbit track. Its nadir
spatial resolution ranges from to km , de-
pending on the instrument’s operating mode. Spatial resolutions
near the edges of the swath are lower by a factor of three along
track and six across track. OMI provides daily global coverage
of the sunlit, early-afternoon atmosphere. From the OMI-mea-
sured spectra, a number of important atmospheric trace gases
are retrieved, including NO , ozone, formaldehyde, chlorine
dioxide, and bromine monoxide, among others [21]. OMI data
are also used to retrieve cloud fraction and cloud-top height
[22]–[25], as well as aerosol optical depth and single-scattering
albedo [26].

B. Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy

NO slant columns are obtained from OMI spectra by the Dif-
ferential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy (DOAS) technique
[27], [28]. The DOAS technique has been used to retrieve trace
gas concentrations from ground-based [4], [5], [29] and satel-
lite-based [9] measurements. This method is well suited for the
retrieval of NO , which has highly-structured absorption fea-
tures on wavelength scales of less than 10 nm between 400 and
450 nm—a region where there is relatively little interference
from other absorbers.

The traditional DOAS technique consists in a linear least-
squares fit of the logarithm of the reflectance spectrum, over a
chosen wavelength range, to a function of the form

(1)

where is the ratio of the earth radiance spectrum to
the incident solar irradiance spectrum . Here, is the
reference absorption cross section spectrum of absorber , and

is a smooth, slowly-varying function that models the spec-
tral “background” due to Rayleigh and Mie scattering and sur-
face albedo. The free variables in the fitting procedure are ,
the slant column densities of species , and the parameters of

. The wavelength range must be chosen so that the struc-
tures of the various are sufficiently different from each other
within that range. Ideally, the should be nearly orthogonal to
each other over the wavelength interval used; in practice, this is
not always possible, and may lead to significant uncertainties in
the least-squares solution.

In the operational NO algorithm, a variation on the DOAS
method is used. The approach accounts for the Ring effect, due
to rotational Raman scattering, as well as the various absorbing
species. In accordance with radiative transfer principles, the data
have different functional dependences on the Ring and absorp-
tion spectra, so that (1) must be modified. The function fitted in
the operational algorithm is

(2)

Here, is an th degree polynomial. The degree is an ad-
justable parameter in the program, but it is found that
is a suitable choice. The argument of the exponential function is
the sum of the absorption terms, and the final factor accounts for
the Ring effect. In this factor, is the Ring spectrum [30]
and is its fitted coefficient. Unlike the traditional DOAS
approach, (2) requires the use of a nonlinear fit, since the Ring
spectrum is effectively included as a source of photons, rather
than as an additional absorber. Nonlinear methods must also be
used if wavelength adjustments between the reference spectra
and the data are required as part of the fitting procedure. How-
ever, in the present version of the algorithm, all wavelength cor-
rections are applied prior to the spectral fit.

The wavelength range used is [405.0 nm, 465.0 nm]. We
found that in this fitting window it is not necessary to include
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the effects of absorption by water or oxygen dimers O O .
Including them did not affect the fitted NO slant columns.
The reference spectra used for NO and O are those of
Vandaele et al. [31] and Burrows et al. [32], respectively, and
are convolved with the instrument’s measured slit function. Be-
cause of the Doppler shift, it is generally necessary to interpolate
the solar irradiance spectrum to the wavelength grid of the Earth
radiance spectrum. In the OMI algorithm, a special interpolation
method is used, based on knowledge of a highly over-sampled
solar reference spectrum. Interpolation of the measured irradi-
ance spectrum from wavelength to is computed as

, where is the solar
reference spectrum. This approach reduces interpolation errors
related to the sampling rate and is an improvement over linear
or spline methods. However, undersampling should not be sig-
nificant for instruments like OMI with a large ratio between the
slit function and sampling widths [28]. In OMI, this ratio is 3:1.

The best-fit values of are the slant column densities of the
absorbers. In the absence of scattering, these would be equiva-
lent to the density integrated along the geometrical optical path,
and the AMF would simply be the optical path length normal-
ized to the vertical path length. However, because the photon
path through the atmosphere is complex, and includes scattering
by molecules and clouds as well as reflections off the terrain,
the AMF is somewhat more complicated, and depends upon the
NO profile shape. Section III-B of this paper describes our de-
velopment of an algorithm that determines the AMF appropriate
to realistic NO profiles.

III. SIMULATED DATA

We employed a set of synthetic data, the output of chem-
ical transport models, to develop and test the algorithm used
to process OMI SCDs. Mixing ratio profiles from the models
and ancillary geophysical data were used as input to radiative
transfer calculations to calculate the SCDs. The mixing ratios
were also integrated vertically to obtain the “true” a priori VCD
values at each geographical location. The SCDs were used as in-
puts to the algorithm under development, to give retrieved VCDs
that were compared directly with the true VCDs.

A. Atmospheric Models and Geophysical Data

Synthetic NO profiles were generated by combining three-
dimensional (3-D) stratospheric profiles from the GSFC CTM
model [33], with 3-D tropospheric profiles calculated by the
Harvard GEOS-CHEM model [34], [35]. The two sets of pro-
files were joined near 200 mbar. CTM (stratospheric) hourly
NO fields were obtained for 1998 and sampled on the 1345
local time (LT) meridian to simulate measurements at the OMI
overpass. Due to Aura’s orbital inclination, high latitudes are
sampled at different LTs (earlier in the SH, later in the NH), but
our algorithm study only used latitudes between . Mean
GEOS-CHEM (tropospheric) model results were available in
the 0900 to 1200 LT interval for each day of the year from
September 1996 to August 1997. Although this interval is earlier
than the OMI overpass time, we took this to be an adequate rep-
resentation of the statistical distribution of profiles that obtain at
the actual overpass time. Combining model-generated fields for

different years by the calendar date was dictated by the avail-
ability of model results. However, for the purposes of the de-
velopment of the OMI algorithm, we only demand that the data
qualitatively represent NO fields at any given time of year. At
worst, our procedure would include a small number of profiles
that never actually occur in nature; these are not expected to sig-
nificantly bias our evaluation of the algorithm.

Calculation of simulated slant columns required radiative
transfer calculations based on relevant geophysical parame-
ters. The ancillary data were obtained from various sources,
as described below. These include cloud, temperature, and
albedo for the grid cell in question. Cloud fractions are
estimated from 1998 TOMS reflectivities [36] using
the following approximate relation to convert reflectivity to
geometrical cloud fraction:

(3)

where is the effective terrain reflectivity (including the ef-
fects of Rayleigh scattering) and is a reflectivity for the cloud
top, assigned a nominal value of 80%. The terrain reflectivities
in this study are based on mean monthly data from the Earth Ra-
diation Budget Experiment (ERBE) [37], which were measured
in the 0.2 to 50 m range. Cloud heights for the AMF calculation
are mean monthly climatological values from the International
Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) [38], [39]. Tem-
perature profiles used were monthly mean values from NCEP
[40]. No aerosols were included in the study due to the unavail-
ability of a good aerosol model or data source. Aerosol effects,
which can be large [19], will be incorporated into the AMF cal-
culation in the future, as the OMI aerosol product is refined and
validated.

B. Air Mass Factors

With a vertical density profile of NO in hand, and a given
optical geometry, we next turn to the calculation of the SCD
that would be observed by the OMI instrument. Following a for-
malism similar to that of Palmer et al. [41], we can gain a great
deal of computational efficiency by using the altitude-dependent
scattering weight , which describes the scattering proper-
ties of the atmosphere, independent of the trace gas profile. If
the NO profiles are expressed in terms of number density
as a function of height above the surface, then the slant column
density may be written

(4)

where is the altitude of the lower boundary (terrain or cloud
top) of the column seen from OMI. The factor is a
temperature correction related to the NO absorption cross sec-
tion and has a value close to unity at most altitudes. It accounts
for the fact that the variable temperature of observed NO
along the line of sight may differ from the fixed temperature
used to obtain the SCD from the spectral fit. In general,
depends on the altitude , the viewing geometry, and the albedo
of the lower boundary of the observed column at altitude . A
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stratospheric slant column may be defined using (4), with the
lower limit set equal to the altitude of the tropopause. Simi-
larly, a tropospheric slant column can be defined with the
tropopause altitude used as the upper limit of integration. Values
of in the operational algorithm were calculated a priori
using the radiative transfer code TOMRAD, used at the Goddard
Space Flight Center (GSFC), Greenbelt, MD, for selected sets
of values for solar zenith angle, viewing zenith angle, relative
azimuth angle, surface albedo, and surface pressure. TOMRAD
calculates solar backscattered radiances leaving the top of the
atmosphere using the iterative scheme of Davé [42], [43], cor-
rects for anisotropic scattering [44] and uses a pseudospherical
approximation (approximation error 1%, in the visible region
of the spectrum, up to solar zenith angles of about 88 ).

The scattering weight may also be used to produce total
AMFs , which can be used to convert observed or simulated
slant column densities to vertical column densities through
the relation

(5)

where

(6)

Equation (6) defines the total column density, but the respective
stratospheric and tropospheric components and may be
defined by selecting appropriate integration limits. The AMFs
to be used in the retrieval algorithm (see Section IV) can be
computed from (5) by using model output and radiative transfer
calculations to obtain and . For the stratosphere,

, and, for the troposphere, .
Until now we have assumed spatially homogeneous condi-

tions with respect to cloud cover. In practice, two AMFs—clear
and cloudy—are computed for each scene using the same NO
profile for both. An effective air mass factor is then computed
as the radiance-weighted sum of the clear and cloudy AMFs.
In Section IV, we use the symbols and to represent, re-
spectively, the stratospheric and tropospheric effective AMFs
for partly cloudy (spatially inhomogeneous) conditions. Radi-
ance weights are calculated from the geometrical cloud fraction
and the clear and cloudy reflectivities, with clouds treated as
opaque Lambertian surfaces. For creation of the simulated data
set, cloud-top pressures were based on the ISCCP climatology.

C. Using the Test Data Set

Synthetic slant columns were derived from vertical columns
given by the models selected on a 2.5 2 longitude–latitude
grid from 60 S to 60 N. These were then processed with the
OMI algorithm, using different combinations of retrieval param-
eters. The retrieval errors, defined as the difference between the
retrieved and original VCDs, were then examined in order to se-
lect a parameter combination that minimizes the retrieval error
for the widest range of geophysical situations.

To summarize, our algorithm development process consisted
of the following steps.

1) Development of the test data set:
a) a grid of geographic locations and select time-of-year

was established;
b) 15 orbits of the Aura satellite, and derived set of OMI

fields-of-view, were simulated;
c) at each time and geographic location, stratospheric and

tropospheric model profiles were combined into a pro-
file ;

d) each was integrated to give the true model VCD
;

e) equation (4) was integrated with values appro-
priate for albedo, cloud height and OMI viewing ge-
ometry, and a radiance-weighted sum was used to ob-
tain the total slant column.

2) Evaluation of algorithm performance:
a) a set of retrieval parameters for the OMI algorithm was

chosen;
b) slant columns were processed with the OMI NO re-

trieval algorithm, described in Section IV, to get the
retrieved NO VCD ;

c) the retrieval error was calculated at each grid point for
both total and tropospheric VCDs.

IV. OMI ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION

The OMI NO algorithm uses the OMI-measured earthshine
radiances and solar irradiances to calculate slant column NO
densities, processed with an initial AMF to get initial estimates
of the vertical column densities. A whole-day field of initial
VCDs is used to develop smooth approximation of the global
stratospheric field and identify small-scale regions that have sig-
nificantly elevated NO , where the VCD is recalculated using an
AMF for the tropospheric component. The algorithm contains a
number of parameters that specify how the retrieval is accom-
plished. These parameters can be varied, and the retrieval errors
for a set of parameter choices can be evaluated, as will be dis-
cussed in Section V.

Here, we summarize the steps in the NO algorithm to convert
slant to vertical columns. A description of the conversion follow,
and is summarized in Fig. 1.

1) Slant Column Densities (S)—A spectral fit, using radiance
and irradiance spectra, is performed, yielding NO slant
column densities.

2) Initial Vertical Column Densities —The slant
column densities are divided by the stratospheric air mass
factor.

3) Stratosphere-Troposphere Separation (STS)—Spatial fil-
tering is applied to the geographic field of to estimate
the stratospheric and the tropospheric components of the
vertical column density.

4) Tropospheric Correction (TC)—Where the tropospheric
component exceeds a defined threshold, is corrected
for the tropospheric component, to give ; everywhere
else, .
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Fig. 1. Flow chart for the OMI NO algorithm. The spectrum is fitted to give the SCD S, which is divided by stratospheric AMF M , to yield V . The STS
procedure computes the stratospheric VCD V , which is compared to V to determine the retrieved VCD V .

A. Initial Vertical Column Densities

Since most NO is stratospheric, an initial AMF, based on a
generic stratospheric profile, is used to estimate an initial ver-
tical column density. The initial NO vertical columns densi-
ties, , are found by dividing the total slant columns by the
stratospheric air mass factor , which is calculated by (5) with
a model stratospheric NO profile

(7)

In the OMI algorithm, a single, mean, stratospheric NO pro-
file is used in the calculation of , since stratospheric AMFs
are relatively insensitive to the structure of the NO profile.

B. Stratosphere-Troposphere Separation (STS)

In principle, the vertical column density could be calculated
by dividing the slant column density by an AMF based on the
entire profile from ground to infinity. This would require accu-
rate knowledge of the relative NO distribution from ground to
the upper stratosphere. The relative amount is difficult to esti-
mate, since stratospheric and tropospheric NO have different
origins and vary independently in time and space. Therefore,
the two are treated separately, using approximate profile shapes
for each region. A major focus of this study was to explore the
effects of using different methods to separate stratospheric and
tropospheric NO components.

Polluted regions are identified in the initial VCD field through
spatial filtering. The method rests on two assumptions: 1) gradi-
ents in stratospheric NO are much larger in the latitude direc-
tion than in the longitude direction, and 2) significant variation
of tropospheric NO occurs on smaller geographic scales than
that of stratospheric NO . These same assumptions have been
exploited in other NO retrieval algorithms [10], [11], [13], [18].

We begin with a geographically gridded array of initial VCD
values. The grid contains data from one day, which is the amount

of time required by OMI for global coverage. To minimize tro-
pospheric bias in the stratospheric field, we mask polluted areas
in a two-step process. Initially, we use an a priori global mask
to eliminate large areas with potentially high amounts of tropo-
spheric NO . A variety of masking criteria are compared in Sec-
tion V. Next, unmasked regions are used to calculate a running
10 boxcar average in the meridional direction. Planetary wave
analysis is then applied in the zonal direction, to give a prelim-
inary stratospheric field. However, this preliminary field can be
affected by transient pollution events, so a second masking step
is required. We identify and mask places where differences be-
tween the unmasked initial VCD data and the preliminary field
are depart from the analysis by more than one standard devia-
tion. The remaining data are then reanalyzed to obtain the final
set of coefficients for the planetary waves. For the purposes of
deriving accurate total and tropospheric VCDs, we have found
that a wave-2 fit provides the best representation of the strato-
spheric field in most cases, as we will show.

C. Tropospheric Correction

The AMFs used to calculate the initial VCDs do not yield
accurate VCDs in polluted regions. An air-mass factor adjust-
ment is required to account for the difference in optical path
through the tropospheric part of the profile in these regions.
Air mass factors for profiles that peak near the boundary layer
(tropospheric component) are generally smaller than high-alti-
tude (stratospheric component) air mass factors. Thus, the ad-
justment usually corrects an underestimation of the total ver-
tical column density. The tropospheric component of the ver-
tical column density and the corrected total vertical column

are given by (8) and (9), respectively

(8)

(9)
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Fig. 2. Pollution masks: (a)M , (b)M , (c)M , and (d)M . The lighter areas are masked out prior to the wave analysis.

Here, is the slant column density from the initial spectral fit,
and is the stratospheric component of the vertical column
density obtained from the smoothing procedure. The partly
cloudy air mass factors for the stratospheric and tropospheric
parts of the profile are and , respectively. They are
constructed from a table of precalculated scattering weight
functions.

In the OMI algorithm, the tropospheric correction is applied
whenever value of the quantity is greater
than some threshold. Then the tropospheric vertical column den-
sity is calculated using (8), and used to obtain the total vertical
column density according to (9). As we will show, setting the
threshold to zero gave the best overall accuracy for the vertical
column densities. Other criteria for applying the AMF correc-
tion, such as correcting negative as well as positive values of

, were explored. These are discussed in Sections V and VI.

V. ALGORITHM DEVELOPMENT

The algorithm described in the preceding section has a
number of adjustable parameters. To optimize the accuracy of
the retrieved NO VCDs, we systematically explored the ef-
fects of parameter choices on the error statistics using the set of
synthetic data. This section describes the adjustable parameters
and their effects on the accuracy of the VCD retrievals.

A. Parameter Sets

There are four categories of retrieval parameters: 1) profiles;
2) masking; 3) stratospheric field estimate; and 4) threshold for
correction of the AMF.

Profiles: The profiles used for the calculations of the AMFs
were derived from the CTM and GEOS-CHEM models, as de-

scribed in Section III-A. We examined three sets of profiles,
which we designate as , , and . is the set
of actual daily profiles that were used to generate the SCDs.
This profile choice is, of course, not available for the operational
algorithm, but we use it in our study as a “best case,” against
which we can measure the performance of the other choices of
profile. denotes the use of a single stratospheric profile
and a geographically gridded set of tropospheric profiles. The
stratospheric profile is an annual global mean of CTM profiles,
and the tropospheric profiles are GEOS-CHEM annual means in

longitude-latitude bins. The profile set employs
the same single stratospheric profile used in , but assumes
all tropospheric NO exists in a layer below 1.5 km, with a con-
stant mixing ratio.

Masks: Several choices were considered for the a priori pol-
lution mask. The mask choices are designated through .

and were based on GEOS-CHEM model output. The
four mask options are shown in Fig. 2. They are as follows.

Mask all regions with annual mean tropospheric
cm .

Mask all regions with annual mean tropospheric
cm .

Mask all land areas and some coastal regions.
Mask all areas except a narrow strip of longitudes in the
central Pacific.

Stratospheric Field Estimate: We explored four parameteri-
zations of the stratospheric field, all of which assume that the
field can be expressed as a sum of zonal waves. These cases
are denoted as , , , and , where the numeral indi-
cates the maximum wavenumber used. Hence, models the
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stratosphere as being zonally constant (one parameter to fit).
models the stratosphere as a linear combination of sines

and cosines of L, 2L, 3L, and 4L, where L is the longitude. The
number of coefficients to be fit is, thus, 1 , 3 , 5 ,
or 9 .

Threshold for AMF Correction: As discussed in Section IV,
we apply a tropospheric AMF correction when exceeds a
predetermined threshold. The threshold was chosen from the
following alternatives.

Threshold of negative infinity (correct all for values of
all , whether positive or negative).
Threshold of zero (correct for only positive values of

).
Threshold of positive infinity (do not correct; trivial
case).

B. Parameter Sets

To evaluate the STS/TC retrieval algorithm, we varied the M,
W, and T parameters, fixing the set of profiles as . The pro-
files are the ones currently used to calculate the AMFs in
the operational OMI algorithm. We also compared results based
on AMFs calculated with alternative profile sets, namely
and , using the optimal parameter choices from the STS/TC
algorithm. Results of profile comparisons are presented in Sec-
tion V-D.

The STS/TC algorithm’s accuracy was tested on the basis
of the errors in retrieved vertical column density for each day.
In all cases, we used simulated data fields for 24 days taken
from January, April, July, and October. Statistics were exam-
ined regarding the magnitude, sign and geographical distribu-
tion of total VCD errors between 60 S and 60 N latitude. Al-
though both clear and cloudy scenes were used to compute the
stratospheric field, error statistics were based on regions with
less than 25% cloud cover. This cloud fraction is approximately
the upper limit at which modest levels of boundary-layer tropo-
spheric NO can be detected by the OMI algorithm [21].

We assume a nominal threshold of cm for
significance in the retrieval error. This threshold approximates
the combined uncertainties in the spectral fit and the small-scale
stratospheric variations. Boersma et al. [19] have found un-
certainties of the same order of magnitude in their analysis
of GOME data, and summarize similar results from other
studies. The spectral fit errors are based on contributions from
uncertainties in cross section shapes, estimates of instrument
noise and errors in atmospheric temperature assumptions.
For OMI, Boersma et al. [21] estimate that these factors
contribute to an error of approximately 6% under unpolluted
conditions, which corresponds to an absolute error slightly less
than cm for a typical VCD of cm .
Small-scale stratospheric variations also introduce a funda-
mental uncertainty in the retrieval, since such structures cannot
be definitively assigned to the stratosphere or troposphere by
the algorithm. Output from the CTM model shows variations
about the smooth stratospheric field have standard deviations
between and cm , depending on lati-
tude, with typical a standard deviation near cm .
Based on these considerations, the criteria used to evaluate
the algorithm included the magnitude of the root mean-square

(rms) error, the probability of errors larger than the significance
threshold, and the relative probabilities of positive and negative
errors. Only significant errors in both the retrieved total vertical
column density and its tropospheric component were used in
the evaluation. Consideration was given to cases with cloud
fractions below the 25% upper limit.

C. Results and Error Comparisons

Results of the exploration of parameter space (M, W, T) are
summarized in Tables I and II for total and tropospheric errors,
respectively. We tabulate both the percentage of cases with er-
rors greater than the significance threshold of cm ,
and the rms error. Included are the 32 cases, covering the four
values of M, four values of W, and two values of T. An addi-
tional case—the “no-correction” case—for is also listed
(for this case, the M and W parameters are not applicable). We
include only wave when applying mask , since higher
wavenumbers cannot be fitted to the narrow range of longitudes
in the central Pacific associated with this mask. Based on the tab-
ulated statistical parameters for the total and tropospheric VCD
errors, we conclude that the following combination yields the
best overall retrieval:
Mask M2 (mean tropospheric cm ).
Wave W2 (fit stratosphere with wave-2).
Threshold (correct only positive ).
When applied to our simulated data set, this case yields signif-
icant errors in only 8% of the total VCD retrievals and an rms
error of cm . The corresponding values for the
tropospheric column errors are 25% and cm , re-
spectively. Although not shown in the table, for that case, the
frequency of significant positive errors was approximately equal
to that of significant negative errors. In most other cases, an ap-
preciable sign bias was seen in the errors. In several cases, e.g.,
( , , ), the frequency of large errors is greater than
the frequency when no correction is applied. However, the mag-
nitudes of the rms errors are much greater in the no-correction
case. The significance of the optimal parameter set is discussed
further in the next section.

Fig. 3 shows total VCD error maps and additional statistical
information for three of the sets of retrieval parameters. The
three parameter sets are ( , , ), ( , , ), and

, and, in all cases, the profiles are used as the basis
for the AMFs. The first set describes the so-called “Pacific refer-
ence sector” (PRS) method, which assigns stratospheric column
NO at a given latitude a constant value equal to total column
NO in the central Pacific at that latitude. Corrections are then
made for both positive and negative values of . Versions
of the Pacific reference sector method have been used in nu-
merous GOME studies [11], [13], [14]. The second parameter
set is the optimal parameter combination discussed above, and
the third corresponds to the “no-correction” case. The time-av-
eraged VCD errors, mapped in Fig. 3, show the differences
between retrieved and the “true” VCD, . In the fig-
ures, the color scale has been chosen so that all regions with
retrieval errors less than the significance threshold appear uni-
formly shaded. Significant negative or significant positive errors
are darker or lighter, respectively. The map for the no-correc-
tion case [Fig. 3(c)] shows that the simple assumption that the
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Fig. 3. Time-averaged total vertical column density retrieval errors for: (a) Pacific reference sector method, (b) OMI algorithm, and (c) no correction. In the
maps, the lighter (darker) areas are regions of significant over- (under-) estimation of the VCD by the retrieval algorithm. Curves in (d) show the percentage of
geographic area between 60 S and 60 N latitude for which the VCD error (not time averaged) exceeds (or is less than for negative errors) value on the x axis for
(dotted) PRS method, (thin) OMI algorithm, and (thick) uncorrected. Errors inside the shaded region are presumed to be smaller than nonalgorithmic errors, such
as measurement error and SCD retrieval error.

total VCD equals significantly underestimates the vertical
column density over a large fraction of land areas, particularly
in polluted regions. Large areas of both over- and under-estima-
tion of the total vertical column density are seen in the PRS map
[Fig. 3(a)]. Significant positive and negative errors are also seen
for the optimal case [Fig. 3(b)] but over smaller areas than in the
other two cases.

A quantitative diagnostic of the performance of the retrieval
algorithms is the probability that any VCD error is greater (less)
than a given positive (negative) value, that is, the probability dis-
tribution function, shown in Fig. 3(d), for the cases used in the
other three panels. These curves are based on the errors found
for all geographic locations between 60 S and 60 N latitude
with cloud fraction 25%, and use all days of data, i.e., they
were not calculated from the time-averaged data displayed in
the maps. The frequencies are calculated with respect to the en-
tire ensemble of cases, so the sum of the intersections of the left-
and right-hand curves with the vertical line is 100%; the
fact that the negative curve meets this line at a higher point than
the positive curve means that there is an overall negative bias. In
particular, we see that the “no correction” method gives essen-
tially no overestimations of the VCD (thick curves). We have
shaded the assumed significance threshold of cm ,
discussed above. The optimal OMI method ( , , )
yields some overestimations, but is an improvement on the PRS
method for both positive and negative errors. All three methods
show some tendency to underestimate, rather than overestimate,
the VCD. This is due mainly to an overestimation of the strato-
spheric field, due to the inclusion of small amounts of back-

Fig. 4. Mean stratospheric profile from the CTM model (above the horizontal
line), and two examples from the GEOS-CHEM model of tropospheric profiles
(below horizontal line) for (thick) nonpolluted and (thin) highly polluted cases.

ground tropospheric NO in the un-masked regions. We ex-
amine this issue in Section VI.

D. NO Profiles

The results shown in the preceding section were based on
AMFs calculated from the profiles, which are the ones used
in the operational OMI algorithm. This set consists of annually
averaged (and geographically averaged, in the case of the strato-
sphere) profiles, which are assumed to be approximately valid
on any given day of any year. The approximation avoids the
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Fig. 5. Time-averaged total vertical column density retrieval errors from OMI algorithm but with AMFs calculated from: (a) daily profiles, (b) single average
stratosphere and time-averaged geographically gridded troposphere, and (c) single average stratosphere and constant mixing-ratio troposphere. In the maps,
(darker) the lighter areas are regions of significant over- (under-) estimation of the VCD by the retrieval algorithm. Curves in (d) show the percentage of
geographic area between 60 S and 60 N latitude for which the VCD error (not time-averaged) exceeds (or is less than for negative errors) value on x axis for
(dotted) P , (thin) P , and (thick) P . Errors inside the shaded region are presumed to be smaller than nonalgorithmic errors, such as measurement
error and SCD retrieval error.

need for daily model input to the retrieval algorithm. The strato-
spheric profile and two examples of tropospheric profiles—one
from an unpolluted and the other from a polluted region—are
shown in Fig. 4.

We examined the validity of the profile approximation
for AMF calculations by comparing retrievals based on these
profiles with retrievals based on two other profile sets, described
in Section V-A). We tested these profile sets with the full set of
M, W, and T parameters, but show here only the results of tests
using the optimal set ( , , ). Maps of VCD errors and
error statistics plots are shown in Fig. 5.

It can be seen from Fig. 5 that the total column retrieval ac-
curacy attained using the profiles falls between that of the

and profiles, as expected. Notice that the degrada-
tion in accuracy is relatively small when the approximate
profiles are substituted for the “true” profiles [cf. Fig. 5(a)
and (b)]. However, retrieval accuracy is more substantially com-
promised, particularly in cases of VCD overestimation, when
the simple assumption of a constant tropospheric mixing ratio,

, is used [Fig. 5(c)]. We have also found that when the
profiles are used in combination with the PRS method, cases of
significant underestimation of the VCD are nearly as probable
as when no correction is applied.

E. Application to OMI Data

The OMI STS/TC algorithm was applied to a day of OMI
slant column data. Fig. 6 shows VCDs before and after pro-
cessing with the OMI STS/TC algorithm. The data represent 15

orbits on April 15, 2005. Unlike the simulated data, the OMI
measurements also contain noise, data gaps and other artifacts.
Among these is an anomaly in the retrieved SCDs across the or-
bital track. The anomaly varies among the 60 cross-track pixels
and causes “striping” in the retrieved NO columns along each
orbit. The problem is thought to be related to the performance
of the CCD detector. We have removed most of this cross-track
anomaly in a post-hoc fashion by subtracting a correction com-
puted from the mean NO column value at each of the 60 pixels.

The images shown demonstrate the results of applying the
STS/TC algorithm to the NO initial VCDs. The effects are most
evident in the enhanced column densities over the polluted re-
gions of eastern North America, Europe, and eastern Asia. Tro-
pospheric enhancements of factors of three or more can be seen
in many areas. In the calculation, the tropospheric AMFs were
computed from the viewing geometry, the albedos from the OMI
data product, and the mean stratospheric and gridded average
tropospheric profile set . All retrieval parameters are the op-
timized values described in this paper, namely mask , wave-2

, and threshold .

F. Discussion

In this study, the accuracy of the NO retrieval has been
assessed in terms of the NO total vertical column density.
For most investigations of the chemistry and dynamics of the
atmosphere, individual values of the stratospheric and tropo-
spheric components are required. The OMI algorithm separates
these two parts of the total VCD to improve the total column
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Fig. 6. NO total vertical column densities from OMI on April 15, 2005. (a) Initial vertical column densities V . (b) Vertical column densities corrected using
the optimized OMI algorithm, as described in the text. All data have been corrected for cross-track anomaly (see text) and placed on a 1=4� 1=4 deg geographic
grid. White areas are cloudy regions.

accuracy. We have described some of the considerations and
assumptions used in the algorithm to estimate these compo-
nents. In this section, we compare the OMI algorithm with
methods used in other studies to infer stratospheric and tropo-
spheric NO from measurements and look at the selection of
clear and cloudy scenes in generating the stratospheric NO

field. We also discuss the tropospheric AMF correction and
its dependence on profile choice.

The preceding section describes optimization of the algo-
rithm to determine a set of retrieval parameters (M2, W2,

). As is evident from Table I, other parameter combinations
yield similar-to-identical error statistics for the total column
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TABLE I
ERROR STATISTICS p, �, WHERE p IS THE PERCENTAGE OF CASES WITH TOTAL

VCD RETRIEVAL ERRORS EXCEEDING THE SIGNIFICANCE THRESHOLD OF

0:2� 10 cm , AND � IS THE RMS (�10 cm ) OF THE TOTAL VCD
ERRORS. STATISTICS ARE BASED ON DAYS FROM JANUARY, APRIL, JULY,

OCTOBER WITH CLOUD COVER LESS THAN 25% AT ANY GIVEN LOCATION

BETWEEN 60 S AND 60 N LATITUDE. STATISTICS FOR THE PARAMETER

COMBINATIONS USED IN THE OPERATIONAL OMI ALGORITHM ARE IN BOLD

TABLE II
ERROR STATISTICS p, �, WHERE p IS THE PERCENTAGE OF CASES WITH

TROPOSPHERIC VCD RETRIEVAL ERRORS EXCEEDING THE SIGNIFICANCE

THRESHOLD OF 0:2� 10 cm , AND � IS THE RMS (�10 cm ) OF

THE TROPOSPHERIC VCD ERRORS (SEE TABLE I FOR TOTAL VCD ERROR

STATISTICS). STATISTICS FOR THE PARAMETER COMBINATIONS USED

IN THE OPERATIONAL OMI ALGORITHM ARE IN BOLD

retrieval—e.g., the simpler approach (M4, W0, ). While
this result implies some flexibility in the choice of parameters
for the total column retrieval, larger differences are seen in
the tropospheric column retrieval (Table II), which was also
considered in our study. We also found significantly larger
errors for most combinations of the M and W parameters when
the threshold was used instead of . The choice of the
a priori mask M2 is based on a GEOS-CHEM model estimate
of regions that, on average, contain significant tropospheric
NO . The same model has generated the simulated data used
in our study to evaluate the mask. While this data set is not
independent, our use of a two-step process for eliminating
tropospheric contamination of the computed stratospheric field
somewhat reduces the algorithm’s sensitivity to the choice of
initial mask. The choices for all three retrieval parameters will
be reevaluated during the OMI validation phase. Because we
have based our algorithm’s optimization on an ideal, noise-free
case, the retrieval errors we report must be considered lower
limits on the actual errors from OMI.

We have employed zonal analysis in the OMI algorithm to
model the stratospheric field, and found wave-2 to be optimal.
Another means of separating the stratosphere and troposphere
is the image processing technique (IPT) used by Velders et al.
[12], Leue et al. [10], and Wenig et al. [18]. In this method,
continents and surrounding coastal waters are masked (using a
mask similar to M3), and a two-dimensional (2-D) normalized
convolution is applied to the NO field to yield a smooth es-
timate of the stratospheric field. When applied to several days
of GOME data, Wenig et al. [18] also use a “minimum filter,”
which selects the lowest clear-sky VCD value in the time period
at a given location to generate the stratospheric NO field. How-
ever, this approach is not applicable to OMI analysis, where the
stratospheric field is calculated from a single day of data.

An issue in any method used to determine the stratospheric
field from global NO data is the treatment of clouds. Leue et al.
[10] derive the stratosphere from areas with cloud fractions
greater than 50%, while Velders et al. [12] and Wenig et al.
[18] base their estimates on clear skies. Use of overcast regions
can ensure that clouds mask low-level tropospheric NO , so
that the stratospheric estimate will not be biased by boundary
layer pollution. Such an approach requires that any tropo-
spheric NO above the clouds be carefully taken into account.
Wenig et al. [8] have analyzed GOME data and noted NO
enhancements above clouds. Radiative transfer calculations
based on their relatively simple NO profile assumptions did
not readily explain the enhancements. Thus, they excluded
cloudy regions in their study and found that this reduced the
mean stratospheric background and eliminated most cases of
apparent negative tropospheric NO columns. Martin et al.
[13] show that low-level marine cloud decks typically increase
tropospheric AMFs by 30% to 40% relative to AMFs over clear
ocean scenes. Their stratospheric field is derived from data in
the Pacific, where low clouds are frequent and can thus signif-
icantly enhance the effects of small amounts of tropospheric
NO . The present version of the OMI algorithm uses both clear
and cloudy pixels to generate the stratospheric field. If pixels
from more than one orbit overlap, a weighted average is used,
with greater weight assigned to the pixels having smaller cloud
fractions. To assess the tropospheric retrieval accuracy in this
study, we have only looked at cases with less than 25% cloud
cover and have ignored aerosol contamination. Both of these
effects have been shown to have a potentially large influence on
the tropospheric AMF [19]. Instrument data along with ground
and aircraft measurements are currently being used to improve
the treatment of clouds and aerosols in the OMI algorithm.

Tropospheric NO in areas used to derive the stratospheric
field can create a bias in the retrieval. To correct for this poten-
tial bias, Martin et al. [13] subtract a GEOS-CHEM modeled es-
timate of the tropospheric NO VCD—derived from daily NO
amounts over the Pacific—from their stratospheric field. This
“tropospheric excess” is generally less than cm .
Failure to account for it in the application of our algorithm to
the simulated data is, in part, responsible for the negative error
bias evident in Fig. 3. However, we have chosen not to include
it in the operational OMI algorithm in order to avoid adjusting
our reported NO columns by an additive amount derived from
a model.
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We have demonstrated that a tropospheric AMF correction
threshold is optimal and found that thresholds of or

yield less accurate retrievals. Additional tests showed no
improvement in retrieval accuracy for any finite threshold set-
ting (for example, could equal the variation of the ac-
tual stratospheric field about its smoothed value). It is clear that
for the symmetric case of a purely stratospheric field containing
random positive and negative variations, the use of threshold
would lead to a positive bias in the total VCD retrieval. However,
the tropospheric NO in our simulated data set introduces an
asymmetry in the VCD field. Use of the threshold would
enhance the negative error bias (Fig. 3) and, as we have shown,
increase the tropospheric retrieval error. We expect the same re-
sults to hold for OMI retrievals, even in the presence of noise.

Estimation of the tropospheric AMF, itself, depends mainly
on clouds, surface albedo, and the NO profile, the latter two
being especially important over land areas [13]. Boersma et al.
[19] have shown that uncertainties in cloud fraction and albedo
are the two largest sources of error in estimating the tropospheric
AMF, contributing relative errors of 20% to 30% and 20% to
50%, respectively, over moderately-to-heavily polluted regions.
In contrast, NO profile variability in these areas leads to AMF
errors less than 15%. AMF errors from all sources over oceans
were determined to be generally smaller than over land. The
reported effects of profile uncertainties on AMF error are con-
sistent with the findings of Martin et al. [13] and Heland et al.
[15], who also estimate profile-related AMF errors 15% due
to variability and/or uncertainties in the vertical distribution of
boundary layer NO . We have estimated the effects of daily
profile variability on the absolute NO VCD error in our own
comparison of retrievals based on and profiles and
shown significant errors to be less prevalent than in the case of
retrievals employing a constant mixing-ratio profile. Although
we have not investigated albedo or cloud effects in this study, we
have found that profile choice has a comparable—though gen-
erally smaller—effect on absolute retrieval error than choices
regarding masking, the stratospheric field model and the AMF
correction threshold.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have described the algorithm that is used
to retrieve NO vertical column densities from the OMI instru-
ment on the EOS-Aura satellite. The algorithm involves spec-
tral fitting to determine NO slant column densities, applying
stratospheric AMFs to compute an initial VCD field, and then
the using tropospheric AMFs to correct the VCDs in polluted re-
gions. We have compared retrievals that use different methods
for computing AMFs and identifying and correcting VCDs in
polluted regions. These methods can be described in terms of
a number of retrieval parameters. We tested the algorithm on
simulated data sets from models in order to identify combina-
tions of parameters that yield accurate retrievals of the total and
tropospheric VCD. We have estimated minimum values for the
retrieval errors expected in the processing of real OMI data.

An important consideration in computing AMFs is the as-
sumed shape of the NO profile. We have found that accurate
AMFs can be obtained with a gridded yearly-averaged set of

tropospheric NO profiles and a single mean stratospheric pro-
file. The stratosphere-troposphere separation is accomplished in
a two-step process by masking regions with significant tropo-
spheric NO and then modeling stratospheric variation in the
unmasked areas with a sum of sinusoidal terms. The optimal ap-
proach is to mask areas with mean annual tropospheric VCDs
greater than cm , and then fit the remainder with
wave-2. This method has been shown to be an improvement on
the Pacific reference sector method, which assumes a zonally in-
variant stratosphere calculated from VCDs in the central Pacific
Ocean. A tropospheric AMF correction is applied to all areas
where the initial NO field exceeds the modeled stratospheric
field.

An algorithm similar to that described in this study is cur-
rently being used to process NO data from OMI. Although
we have optimized the algorithm based on simulated data with
cloud fractions less than 25%, the scenes actually observed
often have larger cloud fractions. Since some of the effects of
clouds on tropospheric AMFs are not yet well characterized,
we currently report only the visible VCD as the official data
product from the operational algorithm—i.e., we do not esti-
mate amounts of NO hidden beneath clouds. An example of
the VCD data product from OMI has been presented in this
paper. Analysis of the early results from OMI will be the basis
for future algorithm modifications, including better treatment
of clouds and aerosols. Additional comparisons of retrieval
methods are planned for future studies.
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